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Urban air pollution has been a global challenge, and continuous air quality measurement is
important to understand the nature of the problem. However, missing data has often been an
issue in air quality measurement. In this study, we presented a modified method to impute
missing data by input-adaptive proxy. We used black carbon (BC) concentration data in
Mäkelänkatu traffic site (TR) and Kumpula urban background site (BG) in Helsinki, Finland in
2017–2018 as training sets. The input-adaptive proxy selected input variables of other air quality
variables based on their Pearson correlation coefficients with BC. In order to avoid overfitting, this
proxy used the algorithm of least squares model with a bisquare weighting function and allowed a
maximum of three input variables. The generated models were then evaluated and ranked by
adjusted coefficient of determination (adjR2), mean absolute error and root mean square error. BC
concentration was first estimated by the best model. In case of missing data in the input variables
in the best model, the input-adaptive proxy then used the second-best model until all the missing
data gaps were filled up.
The input-adaptive proxy managed to fill up 100% of the missing voids while traditional proxy
filled only 20–80% of missing BC data. Furthermore, the overall performance of the input-adaptive
proxy is reliable both in TR (adjR2=0.86–0.94) and in BG (adjR2=0.74–0.91). TR has a generally better
regression performance because the level of BC can be mostly explained by traffic count, nitrogen
oxides and accumulation mode. On the contrary, the source of BC in BG is more heterogeneous,
which includes traffic emission and residential combustion, and the concentration of BC is
influenced by meteorological parameters; therefore, the rule of including maximum three input
variables might lead to the lower adjR2. The proxy works slightly better for workdays scenario than

in weekends in both sites. In TR, the proxy works similarly in all seasons, while in BG, the proxy
performance is better in winter and autumn than in the other seasons. The simplicity, full
coverage and high reliability of the input-adaptive proxy make it sound to further estimate other
air quality parameters. Moreover, it can act as an air quality virtual sensor alongside with on-site
instruments.
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